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SUMMARY
Progress on the moose-pipeline technical evaluation project from
October 1974 through June 1977 is reviewed. Tagging programs designed
to clarify moose population identities along one 70-mile section of the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline between Glennallen and Paxson resulted in the
marking of 208 moose. Of .181 moose that wore numbered canvas collars,
165 were subsequently resighted a total of 703 times. Twenty-eight
radio-collared moose were radio.:.tracked during a combined total of 35
moose years and 2427 relocations were obtained. The seasonal habitats
used by the marked moose were identified.and th~ exte11t, timing and
duration of migr.atory movements were determined. Radio-collared moose
that seasonally crossed the pipeline migrated a mean distance of 31
miles. Much variation ;in initiation of fall migration was observed
between different individuals, and date of arrival on winter range
during certain years was spread over a 6-week period. During winter
1975-76, a winter of much below normal snowfall, many moose migrated
only a short distance and failed to contact the pipeline.
Of 1068 ·successful crossings of the pipeline during shallow snow
conditions, 57 percent occurred where the vertical clearance was between
6 and 8 feet. Although certain moose crossed the pipeline under pipe as
low as 49 inches, others were deflect~d in their movements by pipe as
high as 168 inches above the workpad~ .·The behavior of moose that were
deflected by elevated pipeline is described·and 14 instances where moose
failed to achieve successful crbssingB <ire documented. Historical
trends in snow depth for the Nelchina Basin are reviewed. . Snow depths
of 30 to 40 inches or more have occurred at Gulkana·during one November,
one December, and five Januaries during the past 34·years. Depths of
this magnitude are hypothesized t.o cause extensive de;flected movements
of moose seeking to cross.the pipE::line. A.dE!ferred a~~essment of Industry's
compliance with Stipulation 2.5 .. 4.1 is recortimended since environmental
conditions critical to evaluation of the stipulation have not yet occu:t;"red.
Six areas in need of further study are ident:ified.
·
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BACKGROUND
Construction of a 48-inch diam~ter hot oil pipeline from Prudhoe
Bay to Valdez, Alaska presented the Sti:lte.cif Alaska with numerous
envirorimerital concerns inCluding potential restriction of free passage
for moose (AZ.aes aZ.aes) and other large mammals. The original con
struction plans called for burial of about three-quarters of the pipe
line's tota;l length (Hinman 1974). Subseq"uent geotech~ical studies
revealed the necessity for elevated .·construction in the ice-rich soils
found along approximately 420 ..miles of the pipeline's Boo-mile route.
Here, the pipeline wouldhave to rest on crossmembers supported by 18
inch diameter verticai support members (VSMs).set approximately 60 feet
apart in parallel rows. ·Thus, an animal at: tempting to cross above- .
ground (A/G) sections of pipeline would have to pass through "windows"
about 60 feet wide with bottom of pipe totop of workpad (BOP-TOP)
distances varying from about 5 to 10 feet '(Fig. 1). Ad,ditionally,· in
orde.r to approach the pipeline, an animal would have to cross a workpad
berm Varying from several inches to several feet thick depending upon
substrate. characteristics and topography.·.
Although research into reindeer and caribou (Rangifer tarandus)
behavior in the presence of simulated pipeline structures had been
completed prior to pipeline construction (Klein 1971, Child 1974
.
'

Figure 1 .

Pipeline windows

...

View of an excavated Designated Big Game Crossing, looking along the pipe.

,•
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View of a pipeline window, looking across the pipeline.

Banfield 1974), no similar studies had been done with moose. Indeed, few
intensive studies of moose movements and migrations in northern areas
had been done (cf. Le:Resche 1974), and the timing, extent and duration
of migration for most moose populations in Alaska were unknown. Several
levels of interference with moose movements by an elevated pipeline were
postulated ranging from simple restriction of daily wanderings to the
effective blocking of the migrations of entire populations moving between
seasonally used. ranges. In the latter case, such populations could be
eliminated i f required habitats were not available on either side of the
pipeline.
Potential problems resulting from the inability of moose to freely
cross the pipeline corridor were recogrlized early in the planning process
for the Trans-Alaska Pipeline. Alaska Department of Fish and Game
biologists participated in meetings of the InteragencyFishand Wildlife
Team and made recommendations toAlyeska.Pipeline Service Company regarding
design criteria t;hat might facilitate. free passage of moose. These
recommendations were based largely.on observations of moose behavior in
the vicinity of the Davidson Ditch, a 48.-inch above-ground water siphon
built in 1925 in ·the Cha,tanika Valley north of.Fairbanks. Minutes of the
4 January 1972 IFWT meeting .detail these observations:
1)

Moose moved under the pipe whem it was more than 66 inches
above the ground.

2)

Established moose crossings under the pipe disappeared when
the pipe settled to less than 5 feet above ground·.

3)

The maximum distance moose were observed to parallel the pipe
without crossing was one-l;lalf mile.

4)

No evidence of moose crossing over the pipe was observed even
when the pipewas partially.buried.

These observations and their interpretations were further detailed·by
Burris (12 September 1973 letter to· M~ i. Turner, BLM Division of
Pipeline):
From the different interpretations that others have Illade of our
observations, I get 'the :i,mpression that many have concluded that i f
we maintain enough passage opportutli ties 'underneath the pipeline
there will be no interference or interruption of riatural moose
movements. This certainly was not my conclusion and I do not
believe that it was Dr. LeResche's conclusion. Dr. LeResche pointed
out to the group at the December 13 meeting that. moose adversely
react to overhead objects in certain situations to the extent that
they will not go under them. He pointed out that the surrounding
vegetation and topography may even have a considerable influence on
the visual impact of overhead objects. Even where the moose
population has adapted .t o the presence of . the Davidson Ditch there
is evidence to show that they made a considerable effort to avoid
the pipe and to travel around the ends of the siphons.
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of moose along a 70-mile portion of the pipeline between Glennallen and
Paxson in Southcentral Alaska was chosen. Here, the pipeline parallels
the R:ir:hardson Highway through eastern portions of the Nelchina Basin
(Fig. 2). All of the moose movement data and most of the data on
moose-pipeline interactions were collected in the primary study area.
Additional observations of successful and unsuccessful attempts of moose
to cross the pipeline were contributed-by biologists assigned to the
Joint Fish and Wildlife Advisory Team '(JFWAT). During winter 1976-77,
efforts to collect data were concentrated between Big Delta and the
Yukon River in northcentral Alaska.
The primary study area of 4000 square miles was located in. the
eastern quarter of the Nelchina Bas'in {62° north latitude, 146° west
longitude), an area well described.hy Rausch (1969), and Bishop and
Rausch (1974). Gulkana airport, 3 miles north of Glennallen in the
southern portion of the study area, has been a site where systematic
collection of weather data has occurred since 1943. These data from .
U.S. Weather Bureau and NOAA records show a dofl!inant continental influence
on the climate of the Nelchina .Basin du~ to the shielding effects of the·
Chugach and Talkeetna Mountains. Temp.erature extremes, with. a range of
156 Farenheit degrees between the record maximum and record minimum
temperatures, and a mean annual precipita,tfon <;>f 11.2 inches reflect
this continental influence. Four months; November through February,
have average minimum temperatures belo'w zero; mean>Jantiary temperature
is -8.8°F while July averages 68.2°F .. The average length of the 'growing
season is only 78 days with mean dates of the.first and·last frosts
occurring on 21 August and 3 June, respectively. The re<.:ord maximum
depth of snow on the ground was 55 inches in March1972; during most
.winters maximum snow depth has not e.Xceeded 30 inches at Gulkana.
Majo.r geographic features in th~ study area inclu·de the Gulkana,
Gakona, and Chistochina Rivers (Fig• · 2). .These or'igiri.ate on. the south
slopes of the Alaska Range, flow ·roughly parallel to the 'p{pel:i.ne across
the floor of the; basin (elevation approximately 1500 to 1800 feet), and
empty into the Copper River. Foothills of the Alaska Range that border
the study area'on the north rise toabout 2500 feet above the "flat;s" to
the south. The Alphabet Hills westof the pipeline and the Gakona
Chistochina uplands east of the pipeline ate the most significant of
these.
·
Black spruce (Piaea mariana) forests dominate many areas below 2500
feet elevation. Tree densities· thin signi.t'icantly between 2500 and 3000
feet and dense shrub understories of dwarf birch (Betula nana) and
various willow species (SaZix spp.) occur in most· subalpine areas.
Sedge (Car>ex spp.) meadows are common throughout the study area and some
of the numerous small lakes containstauds of aquaticplants.th~t moose
utilize during the ice-free seasons~ The major drainages and the.ir 
headwaters contain riparian willow co1nmunities, upland willow communities,
and balsam poplar (Populus- balsamifera) stands that moose use extensively
during certain seasons. Burns resulting from man-caused and lightning
strike fires are present irt the study area, but few fires have burned
significant acreages during the past 20 years.·
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Figure 2.

The Study Area--Nelchina Basin
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Moose Populations in the Study Area
Moose herd composition counts have_ been conducted annually in
portions of the Nelchina Basin since 1952 by personnel of the
Fish·
and Wildlife Service and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, and a
generalized history of moose population trends ·is available (Rausch
1969, Bishop and Rausch 1974).

v.s.

.

In the early 1950s mo.ose numbers· ·throughout the Nelchina Basin were
thought to be incr~asing, calf .survival to :si:X months appeared excellent
and bull:cow ratios were not significantly affected by hunting .(Bishop
and Rausch 1974). Maosenumbers · peak~d about 1960 and,· despite severe
winters in 1961-62 and· 1965-66 during.which ~xten,stve mortality occurred~
moose densities exceeding 1 per square mil~ were thought•to persist-over
the Basin as a whole through-the late 1960s (Ra:usch.l969).
Calf:cow ratios obtained during November surveys declined from a
mean of 42.6:100 during the period 1960~1963 to a mean of 28.5:100 during
1965-1971 •. During the 1971 hunting season 1815 moose were harvested.
The winter of 1971-72 produced a record snowfall, extensive mortality
occurred among
age classes and. the lowest calf:cow ratio _(17.7:100)
ever recorded in the Nelchi:p.a Basii:l du'ring the period 1952-1971 was
observed the following N6vember (Bishop and Rausch 1974)~ Calf:cow
ratios have remained low throu.gh 1976 (Table 1), and the combined effects
of poor recruitment, hunting, predation losses; and-winter mortality
have reduced moose numbers by perhaps 50 percent since the· late 19~0s •..
During the three winters of this st\ldy ext~nsive mortality of moose was.·
not evident and moose numbers appei;ired to rema·in stable despite relatively
low recruitment rates.

all

'•

Composition count d'ata for the· p·eriodi973 through 1976 for the
Alphabet Hills. a~d upper Gakona River,are provided in T:able 1. The
. total sample actualiy observed provides a tllin;imJJ.m es.timate. of the number
of moose· present in each area.
.
.
.
Tagging Operations and .Monitoring F,ligh.ts ·

•

..

In order to identify moose population segments, determine the
extent of migratory moveme.nts' and dei:Lneat_e, seasonally important habitats
adjacent to the pipeline, moose were marked w'ith canvas. collars or were
fitted with radio transmitter collars~ .· carivas collars were color. coded
and bore 6-inch high numerals readabie during low passes with fixed~wing
aircraft. Radio· collars were distinguishable by qiscrete frequencies. 
Thus, each marked moose was individually identifiable.·..
.
Moose were immobilized with succinylcholine chloride (Anectine,
Burroughs Wellcome Co.) injected with Cap~Chur equip;1llent .(Palmer Chemical
and Eq~ipment Company) employed from a Bell 206B helicopt-e.r. . Bl6od
·
samples were drawn from immobilized moose and one incisor was extracted
from some individuals for age determination (Sergeant arid Pimlott 1959).
Tagging was conducted when moose were concentrated in post-rutting
groups or were confined on their winter range~
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Table 1.

Composition count data for the Alphabet Hills and upper Gak.ona
River areas, 1973-1976. Data were from this study :for Alplwhet
Hills in 1975 and 1976, and from unpublished data of the
Alaska Department of Fish and Game.
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Monitoring flights were made on a regular weekly basis during ail
seasons to locate radio-collared moose and search for collared individuals,
but more intensive efforts were made to radio-track moose during their
migrations. Radio-tracking was.acco1llplished with Piper PA18-:-150 or STOL
Cessna 180 fixed-wing aircraft equipped with directional yagi antennas
(Mech 1974). Radio-collared moose were circled repeatedly until seen.
Approximately 95 percent of all radio lo·cations were visually confirmed;
dense vegetation, poor light conditions~ or air turbulence occasionally
prevented visual observation. Data collected for each radio fix included
map location, date, time, weather pa~ametets, habitat type, observed
associates and activity. Collared moose were ~requently seen incident.al
to radio-tracking or in the company of' radio..;.·collated moose. Flights to
deliberately search for .collared mo.ose we't"e liinit'ed to ·those times of
the year when large numbers of moose were visible due·to increased
daytime activity or use of semi-open ·habitats.
Moose-Pipeline Interactions
During the first pipeline construction season.,· March through November
1975, data on moose tracks crossing the wotkpad and eviderie~. of· deflected
movements resulting from construction were coU.ect;:ed by JFWAT surveillance
biologists incidental to their.other duties. By November 1975, lengthy
segments of elevated pipeline had be:en constructed in c,ertain areas and
systematic data collections on succ.ess.fui crossings of the pipeline were
begun in the Fairbanks and Glennallen areas~ Because less than 10
.
miles of pipeline had been installed north .of Gienna11en, an· 18-niile
segment of elevated pipeline between the'Tazlina River al:ld Squirrel
Creek was chosen for study.
During the 1976 construction season; cursory obseryatiorts on the
effe~ts of construction on moos.e mo:V~rnetits were aga:t.n recorded. Con
struction of the pipeline was nearly complet,e bY. early winter and efforts
to collect data on crossings by moose 'and' evidence of deflected move
ments were renewed in the areas east
Fairbanks. Dataeollection in
the. Glennallen area was e~panded to in<;.lude·' newly irtstatled · A/G pipeline
in the .area between Glennailen and Paxson where migration across the
pipeline would occur for the first time.

of

The pipeline workpad was dr:i,ven with a motor vehicle or a snow
machine and data were recorded.where moose made successful or unsuccessful
attempts to ·cross the pipeline. For .successful crossings, the specific
location, number of moose involved, habitat type, direction of travel,
snow depth on the pad and under the ·pipe, and vertical cleara11-ce were
recorded. A sketch of the track pattern in relation to the pipeline .
also was made. Deflected movements were.defined as those cases where
tracks clearly ind.icated that a moose h.i:ld approa~hed the pipeline on the
workpad but failed. to cross during one or more ·attempts. Sriow depths
and vertical clearances were recorded foreach deflection and the
subsequent activities of the moose were noted.

•

During summer 1977 data were collected in the.Tazlina-Squirrel
Creek section of ·the primary study area on asbuilt dimensions of the
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pipeline and on the proportion of certain vegetation types that occurred
adjacent to the pipeline. Systematic sampling points at every lOth VSM
were located; BOP-TOP measurements were recorded and the vegetation
adjacent to the pipeline was categorized as one.of six types on the
basis of overs tory species that do_minated the stand.
Statistical comparisons used. in this. report included Spearman's Rank
Correlation Coefficient (Gibbons 1971) for comparing the agreement in
rank order of two values. The technique. of Neu·et~l. (1974) was used
to construct confidence intervals (based on family confidence coefficients)
to determine preference for or avoidance of,a giv~n vegetation type,
segment of the pipeline, or BOP-T~P clearance.
The term Alignment Sheet (AS) as used in this -report refers to
"blueprint" construction drawings represetltingapipe'line segment approJt:i
mately 6 miles. long. ·These are numbere.d consecutively starting at the ·.
southern end of the 'pipeline. The primary study_area included the
pipeline segments represented by A;> :16 (includ,ing Squirrel Greek)
through AS 30 (adjacent to Paxson Lake~.
·
FINDINGS:
Tagging Programs
Tagging programs conducted duringfal~and spring seas~ns in 1974,
1975, and 1976 resulted in the capture a-rid marking of 208moose in
northern portions of the primary study area (Table ·2). 'During the
autumn tagging operation eff~rts were made
tag appro'ximately equal
numbers of moose_ in areas east an:a.west of the pipeline corridor. The
spring 1975 tagging was conducted in the wintering areas_ of ~oose tagged
the previous autumn. Because ·the se)!: -r.atios· of the moose populations in
the study area were strongly skewed _in. favor .of female~ (Table 1),
attempts were made ·to simulate naturally occurring sex ratios in the
tagged sample.

to

Of 115 fema1e mbose tagged during Oct.oher 1974 a~d- ~arch 1975 for
which age data were available'· 56 (49%). were 10 years qld, or ~lder
Small moose, possibly representing young cohorts, were deliberately
avoided during the· tagging.operations'and inany.nioosethat were darted
failed to be·cotne imm~bilized perhaps due to superior physiological
condition and/or youthful resilience.· Thus, it is likely that. the age
structure of the tagged animals was older than the actual age structure
of the populations sampled.
0

•

During the March 1975 tagging_ Program 59 .adult female nioose were
rectally palpated to determine i f fetuses--were present or absent.
Fifty-one· (86%) were judged to be pregnant and much variation was noted·
between the relative size of the fetuses.
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Table 2•

Sunnnary of moose tagged in. the study area from October 1974
through October 1976.
· ·

··Numbered
Radio Collars
Canvas Collars
Males _Females - · Females Males

Tagging Site

Month-Year

Alphabet Hills

October 1974

4·

29

Upper Gakona R.

October 1974

3

31

Pipeline Corridor

November 1974

---

3

Low.er Gulkana,
Gakona and·
Chistochina
Drainages

March-Apr.il 1975 · ·

--

Alphabet Hills

Oct~;Nov

Upper Gakona R.

O.ct-Nov ·1975 ·

Upper Gakona R.
Alphabet Hills

October. 1976 . ·

Ta~

1975

--

17

661}

2

7

44

1

4J:j

21

1

21.1

4!i_l

7!:./

1./

Includes 3 nioos.e: with malfunctio~ing · rad.~~s replaced with canvas collars •

2/

Includes 2 moose that were reradioed an:d 2. moose that previously
wore canvas collars ...

3/
-

Includes .1 moose that was reradi,ded· ·and' 1 moose that previously
wore a canvas collar.
·

4/

Includes 7 moose that were reradioed and 2 moose that previously
wore canvas collars.
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Movements of .Collared Moose
A total of 181 moose wore canvas ·.collars bearing individually
identifiable numerals during the study ·period. Of these, 16 were not
subsequently resighted and 703 resightings were obtained for the remain
ing 165 individuals. Some of the moose that were never relocated ..were
probably present in the study area but were undet"ected, others may have
left the area~ and stili othersprobahly perisheddue to'various mortal
ity factors. Four collared moose were known to have· been killed by
wolves (Canis lupus) in. the study .area and
hunter turned in the collar
of one moose that he reported had. ·b.eeri ki~lecl by a gri-zzly bear (Ursus

a

arctos). ·

·

A meap. of 4. 3 relocatic>ns per moose was obtained· for those animals
resighted subsequent to tagging. Only 27 percent of the moose seen were
observed more than five times e~ch atid 18 percent were s~en orily once;
most of these were seen shortly after they were tagged.but not
subsequently.
Moose tagged in the· east;ern~lphab~et.. Hills .west .of the pipeline during
autumn (Fig. 2) were found to eitherwinter there in srtlall numbers,· to
migrate south onto the Crosswind'Lake-;-:Ewari Lake flats, or to move to the
general vicinity of the lower Gakona: 'IHver. . One moose spent winter
1975-76 well south of the study area near Kenny Lake~ about 30 miles
south of Glennallen~ Moose tagged.quring 'autumn irt the Alphabet Hills
returned there during spring or si.Dliiner in-subsequent years; only one was·
observed outside the Alphabet Hills. ·.The basic migratory pattern of
these moose;· therefore, was to move south
southeast during early
winter, to travel up . to •35 ·miles· between 1;3eas6nally used rB;nges ,· and to
return north or northwest during spring··
·their summer range in' the
Alphabet Hills.
'
·

or

t_o

Moose tagged during autumn. in the upper Gakona River east of the'
pipeline were observed to winter either near the upp~r Gakona River, in
the general vicinity of the lo~et Gakona River, or to move southeasto~t
of the study area toward the N.ahesna Road·, Those ·that traveled to the ·
lower Gakona River occupied the ·sartte ar-eas that c~rtain individuals from
the Alphc:ibet Hills used. . Like the Alphabet Hills moo~e, the upper
Gakona. River population riio:.Ved back ,to .traditionally used summer-fall
ranges· in S\lbsequent years. Of 22 moose collared in the upper Gakona
River during fail 1975, 19 were seen there during fall 1976, and none
were seen elseW-here. The. ge~eral pattern of· movement for this population
as revealed by the collared moose, then, was a south or scrutheast IJligra
tory movement during early winter ~ith certain individuals moving up to
69 miles and leaving the -study'area•. Spring and early· Suminer movements
were north and northwest and resulted in occupancy of traditionally used
summer and autumn ranges.
·
·
Two collared moose, one adult bull and 'one adult cow, provided
evidence of interchange· between the ·moose populations of. ,·the upper
Gakona River·· and the Alphabet Hills~ The bull was collared near the
Gakona Glacier in autumn 1974 but was observed in the Alphabet Hills

12

during the rut in both 1975 and 1976. The co-wwas also tagged near the
Gakona Glacier but spent winter 1976-77 near the north end of Paxson
Lake. No collared moose that summ~red in·the Alphabet Hills were ever
observed in the vicinity· of the upper Gakona River during any season.
The sightings described above suggest that orily avery limited· inter
change of individuals occurred between·· the two discrete moose populations.
Of 63 moose tagged in the wint·er r:arige of. the Alphabet Hflls and
upper Gakona moose populations, 11 we·re fo.und .to remain there during .
subsequent summer and fall seasons. ·i'hese·ind:l.viduals evidently were
nonmigratory and occupied areas yearlong that were used by large numbers
of other moose only during winter;
One moose tagged during March 19.75 spent autumn 1975 near the
Maclaren River northwest of the, Alpha,b.et Hills. This suggests that
moose from other unidentified populatioris.were moving through the study
area, and sharing certain s·easonally used ·ranges witl:l .the tagged moose.
Because relatively few collared _mocise were relocated more than 4 or
5 times each and since many. moose were -:frequently, seen shortly after
· ·
tagging and then never seen again·, l~ttle useful data d,escribing specific.
movement patterns of moose in tbe studyareawere.obtainedfrom collared
moose. Additional data collected in subsequent year~ may significantly.
supplement the infonnation obtained th~otigh mid--1977. Generally, data
from the collared individuals cax{ supplement knowledge ·of movemetl.t:
patterns displayed by the radio-col~~red moose, pro~ide additional data
on the traditional;i.ty of. range use; ·atl.d furnish data on. extreme movements
not detected by. radio-collared moose due to the smallel;''number of animals.
wearing radio collars.
Movements of Radiq-Collared Moose
Moose were radi:o-collared in the study area both as. a mearis ·to
define specific movement patterns as well ·as• to provide individuals
whose behavior near the pipeline could' be comp§!,fed· w'ith. a knot.m histo.ry.
of movements. Seventeen moose were :qidio-collared in November--19/4 ·and
radio-tracked through the fall 1974 · migratio'Q.. Nin~ additio.rial radios
were placed on study animals during Ma'rch ·1975 ·arid by late July 1975 all
of the original radios had·expired. Ad~iti9nal col1aririg efforts in
November 1975 and October .1976 resul.ted in the 'recapture of several
moose with -expired transinitters, the n~neiv-al of their. radios, and the
addition of ·four neW study animals 6f which t'Wo ·had· previ()l.isly worn
numbered canvas collars~
.
.
Twenty--eight radio-collared moose yielded significant movement data.
A total of 2427 telemetry locations was obtained from the instrumented
animals that were radiotrac,ked during. a cqmbined total of. 35 tiloose
years. The longest period of continuous .contact with an instrume:nted
moose was 27 months. Over 150 relocations exist for Gert:ain
these
animals.
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A technical-publication, Migratory Behavior of ~oose in Southcentral
Alaska, describing the basic movement patterns of moose in the ·primary
study ilrea, was prepared duringl977 and is in press as part of the
Transacti.ons of the XIII International Congress of Game Biologists. A
summary of findings follows:
1)

·Autumn migration began as early as lNovember but some moose
failed to migrate during certqin years until early February.

2)

Cows with calves. tended to migrate before·cows·withoi.tt calves·
or bulls, but much variation was observed within all segments
of a given population.

3)

Certain moose moved directly· to wii1ter range during a 10-day
period while others tobkripto six weeks to:move a similar
distanc~. Moose began arriving on wirtter nin:ge by mi&-November
but most did not arrive until mid-December
or later.
.
.

4)

Year-to-year differences in the e:xtent and timing of autumn
migration were well c_orrelat~d with snow depth. During one ·
winter of much below not'J!lal snow depth, certain radio""'Collared
moose failed to ~!grate or m~ved short distances toward ·
wintering areas used in previous years~- Migratory shortfall
ranged from 10 to 29 miles. that. winter; the marked moose used
traditional winter ranges· the following year when deeper snow
conditions occu:rred.

5)

Spring migration was initiated between mid-April and_m:id.:_June;
by late May most study animals had begun ext·ensive movements.·

6)

Most radio-collared moose moved· rapidly ba:C:k to summer ra.nge
on~::e they had begun to migrate •.. ·significant year""to--year
variation in date of arrival on summer range was·not ·observed.

7)

_Spring movements of mos:t pregnant.cows·were timed so. that
parturition occurred (;>n. summer range. :Howev~r, certain cows 
gave birth on -their winter range and migrated during mid
s.ummer.

8)

Straight-line movements 'as short as 5 miles and· as .long as 59
miles between seas'Onally occupied ranges were_documented.

9)

Radio-collared moose demonstrated loyalty to seasonal home'
ranges. Limited data suggested that·migratory routes were
also traditionally used.

10)

Certain moose were nonmigratory! These individualswere
permanent residents ()f th.e winter range of migrants whose
density on that range during a given winter depended largely
on environmental conditions.

These findings and the above description of the movements of moose
wearing numbered canvas collars'sel;'ve to describe the basic migratory
movement patterns of moose in the primary study area.
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The radio-collared moose used a variety of seasonal habitats in
common with the moose wearing numbered collars •. Those from the Alphabet
Hills migrated southeast during early winter and several inhabited a
large burn northeast of Sourdough~ Others continued southeast and either
wintered in the extensive spruce forests and riparian deciduous communities
near the lower Gakona River or occupied another large burn near Tulsona
Creek. Some spent portions.of winter 1974-75 and winter 1976-77 in the
plant communities found on 'the bars of the Copper River near the mouth
of the Chistochina River. This· area is. adjacent to the Tulsona burn and
some moose commonly spent portions: of,_t:ne.ir winter period iii. ~oth localities.
Two of the radio-collared moose were yearlong residents of the Tuisona
burn.
Several moose were radio-collared in 1::he Paxson·area in November
1974 and wintered there either in the·spruce-shrub habitats near Paxson
Lake or in the willo~ fVits of the G:Ulkana River south
Paxson •. These
areas have supported wintering moose for many years and the present
population that moves very short distances ·between seasonal ranges is
apparently a remnant of a much·larger population' that inhabited the area
in previous years.

of

Radio-collared moose from the upper Gakona Riverpopulation and
those radio-collared near.Round' Top Mountain shared the win'.:er ranges of
the Alphabet Hills moose.
Moose-Pipeline Interactions
"

..

.

Move~ents

:

.

of marked moose

Thirty-,.nine coliar~d moose from the· Alphabet H:i.lls;_Gulkana River
Tangle Lakes complex of summer ranges were known to have crossed the
pipeline right-of,;...way one or.'more times post capture. Of these; 17
crossed the pipeline after constru~tion in: the primary study area was
complete in aut:umn 1976 •.. ·Some of the collared moose 'that w.ere not known
to 'cross. the pipel,irie may h.ave crossed undetected, may have perished, or
may not have crossed•..·· Because. mo~:t of th~ observations. o( moose· that
did cross the pipeline' were made .a·:fter. mig:ration was complete, few data
were obtained on location of cr9ssing, .time ~:~pent. near the right:-«?:1::-:-:way,
or date of crossing. The radio-collar~d moose provided these kinds of
data.
Table 3 SUiiiiilarizes data on crossings of the pipeJine right-of-way
by 11 radio":"'collared moose during:the·six seasonal migr:ations that occurred
during this study. These moosespent the su:nime:r-autumn p·eriod from 8 to
31 miles west and northwest of the locadons.where 'they encountered the
pipeline during migration. Some traveled as far. as 28 miles to reach
winter range after. crossing the pipeline during' fall mfgration; others
wintered on or near the right-of-way.
·
Variation in proximity of the pipeline to. the suminer range of
individuals and year-to-year variations in environmental conditions
acted to provide a. 2-month period, mid:-Nove:inber through late January,
when radio--collared moose crossed the pipeline during the fall migration.
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0\

K

F

F

850

040

032

F

11

12

9 Dec • .;.l6 Dec.
2 Dec.-5 Jan.

Winter 1976-77

Winter 1976-77

23

8

16

16 Nov.-9 Dec.

10 Dec.-29 Dec.

16

8

_14

11

13

Winter 1976-77

Winter 1976-77

29 Jan.-16 Mar.

Winter 1975-76

F

023

023.

12 Dec.-26 Dee.

Winter 1975-76

K

850

.

Jan.~

Winter 1974-75

F

950

·.

.10 Dec.-16

Winter 1974-75

F

970-74

14 Jan.-11 Feb.

5 De-c.-17.Jan.

Winter 1974-75

F

960

-

20 Nov.-31 Jan.!/

Winter 1974-75

F

800

•
1/
20 Nov.-11 Dec.-

. 7
.Winter 19.4-75

Dates of Migration

F

Sex . Migratory Season

Linear Distance
From. Summer
Range to
Pipeline(mi.-)

25

26

7

8

8

7

11

4

0

24

28

Linear Distance
Froni Pipeline
to Winter Range
(mi.)
Location of

Undetermined

16 Dec.-22 Dec.

10 Dec.-15 Dec.

17 Nov;-30 Nov.

16 Dec. -22 Dec.

24 Feb,-16 Mar.

12 Dec.-25 Dec.

3 Dec.-18,Dec.

14 Jan.-21 Jan.

Tangle Lakes

Eastern Alphabets

Upper Gu1kana R.

Eastern Alphabets

Eastern Alphabets

Upper Gulkana R.

Undetermined

Middle For~
Gulkana ·R.· '

20 Nov,-5 Dec.
Upper Gulkana R.
wintered on row
after 1 Jan.75

5 Dec.-17 Jan.

Undetermined,
Eastern Alphabets
but occurred
prior to 20 Nov.

R!ght:.._-of'-way_~~Su1!DD~_r_Ra!lge_

Approx. Period
Spent in
Proximity to

continued

Mouth of
Chistochina R.

Mouth of
Chistochina R.

Sourdough Burn

Sourdough Burn

Sourdough Burn

. Sourdough Burn

Upper Gu1kana R.

Sourdough Burn

Rogan Hill

Copper R. east of
Gakona R. mouth

Mouth of
Chistochina R.

Location of
Winter Range

Certain mi~ratory parameters for rad1oco11ared moose that crossed the Trans-Alaska Pipeline right-of-way during seasonal migrations,
November 1974 through spring 1977.
·

900

Hoose
·Number

Table 3 •

•

~

......

16
31

9 Hay-16 July
· 15 Apr.-24 .J!me
7 May-2 . July

·. '7. May:-4 June
13 June-24 June·
1 May-23. May
13.June-24 June
.9 Apr.-19 May
12 June-16 June
6 May-25 May

Spring 1975

Spring 1975

Spring. 1975

Spring 1975

spring 1975 ·

·Spring 1975

Spring 1975

Spri,ng 1976-.

Spring 197~

Spring 1976

F

F

F

F

F

F

M

F

F

M

960

.900

040

032

023

048

850

032

023

850

..

2 Dec.-5 Jan.

Winter 1976-77

F

9JQ-74

8

16

23

~

23

12

13

11

14.

11

18 Nov.-9

Winter 1976-77.

F

830

De~.

Dates of Migration

Migratory Season

Sex

Linear Distance
From Summer·
Range to
Pipeline(mi.)

Moose
Number

Table 3 • (continued)

~y·

9

~

31
6 May-21 May-.

12.June

Upper Gu1kana R..

Eastern Alphabets

)!:.1

Upper G\llkana Ji.

Central Alphabets

1
19 Apr.-5 Ma..) tangle Lakes

~~y-14 May

Eastern Alphabets

13 June-23.June

1

13 June-23 June

16 May.,-19

Tangle Lakes

-Eastern Alphabets

i6

May-19 May.

Eastern Alphabets

Upper Gulkana R.

Middle Fork
Gulkana R.

Middle Fork
·Gulkana R.

continued

Sourdough Burn

Sourdough Burn

Southwest of Round
Top Mountain

Sourdough Burn

Sourdough Burn

Sourdough Burn

Mouth of
Chistochina R.

Mou.th qf
Chistochina R•

Mouth of
(:histochina R.

Hogan Hill

Sourdough Burn

Round Top
Mountain

Location of
Location of
SummeLRange ____ Wi_!lte~ Range

12 June-23 June

Continuous,
prior to· 9 May

14 Dec.-5 Jan.

19 Nov.-9 Dec.

Approx. Period
Spent in
Proximity to
Right-of-way

7

3

8

25

26

28

0

4

3·

(mi.)

Linear Distance
From Pipeline
to Winter Range

1-'
00

8 May-3 J_urte
28 Apr.-25 Hay
18 M,ay-23 Hay
14 :Hay-mid .July . ··

Spring 1977

Spring 1977

Spring 1977

Spring 1977

F

F.

F

M

032

830

97P-74

850

~/

J~ne

4

14 .·

-~

.

. 4/

M<i:Y~·21. ~y

May

Gulkana

R.

Middle Fork

Middle Fork
GulkanaR.

Tangle Lakes

Eastern Alphabets

Eastern Alphabets

Location of
Summer Range__

15 May.,..22 ~,.Upper Gulkana R.
14 June-29 .June.

..

'19

28Apr.~8

20 May

16 May

15 June-29 June

Approx. Period
Spent in
Proximity to
Right-of-way.

Moose miarated to ~r raage, returned to winter-range~ lligrated beck to s\IIIIIIM!r ran:,;e one month later.·

pipeline~

Moose failed to 11igrete fuil distance . to tradi.tional winter range.

·9

3

u·

8

25

26

12.
23

8

Linear Distance
From Pipeline
to Winter Range·
(mi.)

16

... ;

Linear Distance
From Summer
Range to
Pipeline(1ili.)

Migration underway before moose we:re radioed in· Nav; 1974-. ·

1f Includes at least two crossings o.f the

!/
1.1

8 May-1

Spdng 1977

F

..

040

1.4 June~9·Juiy

Spring 1977

.,.

023

Dates of Migration

Migratory Season

Sex

Moose ·
Number

Table 3 • (continued)

'.

R.

Sourdough Burn

Sourdough Burn

Round Top Mountain

Mouth· of
Chistochina R.

Mouth of
Chistochina

s·ourdough Bqrn

Location of
Winter Range

During spring, crossings occurred between mid-April and late June with
most in the one-month period mid-May to mid.,.June.
Serial records of crossings. o~ .the right-of-way .by individual
rad·io-collared moose are provided .in Table 4. Radio co11tact. for 11
instrumented moose ranged.from periods including 1 migration to periods
including all 6 migrations from fall 1974 through spring 1977. Only two
migrations, fall 1976 and spring 1977, inc.luded the pipeline post
construction segment of this study.
Year-to-year variations in .the extent. of seasonal migratory move
ments are reflected in the relative propcsrtion of radio...:collared. moose
that crossed the :tight-of-way each yea~ (Table 4). During winter 1974
75 and winter 1976-77 environmental conditions in the Alphabet Hills
summer range caused 10 of 1],. and 6 of 7:radio-collaredmqose, respectiveiy,
to move across the pipeline right-of-way. Only two of six in~:~trtimented .
moose displayed similar movements during autumn 1975 when snow conditions
allowed many moose to remain in or near their summer.range 'throughout
the winter. Two moose, 023 and 850, crossed the right~ of-way during
.
five consecutive ·migrations. All other instrumented moose displayed a ·
less consistent tendency to cross the :tight,...of,...way.

-~~~-.

Individual variation in migrato.ry behavior during a given year
(Table 4) suggested that moose had variable thresho.ld .values. for snow
depth as a stimulus for migratory movements. For example, moose 048
failed to contact the pipeline during winter-1976-77 despite conditions
that were relatively severe. Moose 830, which had no previous record of
crossing the right-of-way, crossed duringwinter 1976-77.
Certain radio-collared moose conta~ted the pipeline during non
migratory seasons since the pipeline passed.through portions of their
summer or winter home range. Moose. 840-75, a member· of the upper Gakona .·
River population, spent the period 25 Juiy-30 July 1976 near the·pipeline
east of Paxson. During this period she crossed above grou:t;td. sections of
the pipeline on at least two occasions. This moose migrated~outh to the
vicinity-of the Sourdough .burn during early .November and on-30 November
she was again seen near elevated pipe about 3 miles north o:f Sourdough.
By j December. she had crossed the pipeline at leas·t twice arid had moved
about 2 iniles east. ·The st-raight line distance between the pipeline
. segments this moose crossed in July and December was 29 miies. A radio
collared bull exhibited a: similar·pattern; his winter range included·an
area adjacent to the pipeline 2 miles north of Glennallen. During early
winter 1976-77 several crossings of the pipeline by this study animal
were documented.
·
·

•

,'

In those cases where moose were radio-tracked intensively enough to
establish migratory routes (e.g. moose 032, 040, 023, and 850), it was
apparent that the same basic routes-were being used for migration as had
been used during previous seasons. Moose 040 and 032 ut;ilized the area
imt?ediately adjacent to Haggard Creek during all migrato.ry seasons as a
travelway adjacent to the pipeline. Moose 023 and 850 crossed the
pipeline during.five migrations between the s~uth tip of Hogan Hill a:rtd the
Gulkana River crossing. Most instrumented moose ,qnfl many of thPir
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Table 4.

Moose
Number

Individual records of radio-collared moose that crossed
the Trans;..Alaska Pipeline right-of-way during one or
more seasonal migrations;_ fall 1974 through spring 1977.

Fall

1974 ..

Season.:· Year
Fall.
Spririg .

Spring

1975

1975

1976

Fall

Sp:dng

1976.

1977

-

-

-
-

--

-

X

X

0

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

~-

·o

0

X·

X

032

-

X

0

X

X:

X

048

-

x •.:

o:

0

0

d

X

-

X

-

-

960

X

X

-

950

X,

-

-

970-74

X

-

-

830

0

0

0

023

-

X

850

--·

040

900

X*

800

*

..

'

X = Moose· crossed :right..:.of:..way •
0 = Moose did not crosfi right-of-way •.
= Moose not radiotracked during seasonal migration •.
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associates crossed the pipeline between the Gulkana River crossing and
Round Top. Mountain. Tilis segment 'of. the 'pipel::l.ne is represented on
portions of Alignment Sheets 27'through 29.
Behavior of urimarked moose: effects of. construction
.on movements·ofmoqse
A. Townsend and C•. Kay, pip.eline· surveillance biologists, contributed
data collected during 1975 and 1976 in the F~irbanks area on deflected
moose move~ents due topipeline construction activities. ·These data are
summarized below.
Moose behavior was determined ·from tracks on the workpad. All
observations of deflected movements were .caused by pipe that liaci b~en
welded and blocked tip from 1 to· 6: feet above the workpad surface by
wooden cribbing. where the pip~. to ground ·c;Lee1rance was 1-2 feet, 4
instances involving 10 adult moose and 2 calves.wereobserved. where.
moose approached' the pip~ on the'wo"rkpad ilnd were either immediately'
deflected or paralleled the pipe .: for ·§l sho·rt distance. and r:eturned. in
the direction of approach. Tw~ instances involving three adults ar;ld
one calf were' observed where moos~ paralleled the pipe ani moved around
the end and across the workpad. · ·The .d:i.si:·ances· thes·e ariimals we.re
deflected were 1760 and ~20 feet, respectively,;
One case was observed where a moQse crossed under· pipe cribbed 68 ·
inches high. The moose had parall.eled the ·pipeline iso feet, attempted
to cross through a vertical clearance ·ot 56 inches., ·d·eciined to cross
but moved 60 feet· farther and crossed under.
In September 1975 Towns~nd observed an instance ~here a pair of
twin calves had been separated by: a .long sect.ion of cribbed pipe. His
description of the obsel:'vation foll;aws:
On September 10, 1975,· I o.bserved a multitude of moose tracks on AS .
.58 near station :1562~ The story these. tracks told .as nearly as I
could interpret ·them is as follows •.. ·A cow moose with two. calves·
approached the pipe, which was . weicied ..together· and resting on.
cribbing.in the center of·the workpad fo:r about one mile without a
break; from the end•. One calf and ther cow walked parallel to the.
pipe between the p;l.pe and open.ditch. The s.econd calf paralleled
the pipe on the side near the ve.getation line.. At .station 1562 the ·
calfwith'the cow crawled urider'the pipe where there· was 2._1/2 feet
clearanc.e. Both the. ·calves··and t'4e cow,''nolir •separat~d·by the pipe;·
paced up and down parallel to the p:lpe for about 1000 feet at least
6-8 times. Finally the cow bel~ied ~vet the pipeat one of the
lowest. points, 61 inches top'
pipe to top of pad, and joined her
twin calves. The evidence that the cow went over the pipe was the
two feet wide dust free band on top of the pipe and deep hoof
prints directly out from the polished area. The cow and calf
tracks left. the pipe. at a 90° angle across the w.orkpad and into
the vegetation. These were the only adult moose tracks on the east
side of the pipe in that vicinity that day.

of
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In the Glennallen area, L. Adler. contributed two observations of
adult moose that were thwarted in their attempt to cross cribbed pipe
line in January 1976. These occurred on AS 16 where short segments of
A/G pipe were not yet installed.

II
~

I

Moose were also deflected by deep .ditches·opened for.burial of
below-ground installation of pipeline-.· . H: Hosking repqrted observing
a bull moose travel along an open ditch· for one-:-thirdmile on 7 July
1975. The moose attempted to cross three fimes, and:wa~ 'finally able to
swim across at a place .where wate'r had ,filled a pbrtion
the ditch.

of·

Behavior of umnarked moose in .the presence of A/G pipeline·
Data on 1068 successful crossings· of A/G pipeline by moose were
recorded during this study. A :freq':lcimcy. dist:ribution of :OOP..,.TOP distances
through which these crc)ssings occurred .·.indicated that m~arly three
quarters of them involved windows less . than 8 feet high· (Table 5); less
than 10 percent of the crossings occutr.ed where the BOP..;TOP distance was
10 feet or mo:re. Fifty-seven percent..of al.~ crossings observed occurred
through windows betwe~n. 6 and 8 feet_ high~
In order to deterln.ine whether_moose were selecti~g certain BOP-:-TOP
intervals as crossing.sit~s and to assess the' effects of snow depth,
adjacent vegetation; and specific· lo·~at;ion Qn the tendency of moose .·to
cross the pipeline, data collected in ·the Tailina Riv~r-Squi:rrel Creek
area (AS 16:....21) were analyzed separately.- .Data Qn moose crossings during
2 years were available because A/G pipe was installed ther~ earlier than
in the rest of the primary· study .;~.rea.: Additionally,_ data from a large
sample of. crossings (n=565) were: col!Eict:ed along .this segme:Jit of pipeline~
and information on asbuilt dimeusibrts, vegetation types~ and srtow depth
was available.
·
·
Statistical -cdniparJsorts: of ;t,he obs.erved :~utilbe~ of moos.e .crossings
through various BOP-TOP intervals. comprising. certain, knOwn pr-oportions
.·of the pipeline segment; on .AS 16-:21 are given in Tabl~ :-6~ · These irtdicate
that moose used windows les.s thari 6' fee.t. high .in proportii)n to their
occurrence.· Windows be.tween 6 and. 8 .feet high were used dispro...:
·portionatel'Y. more than expected, w~ile -those more than eight fe.et high
1
i . ~ere used less than expected _(P_ ( 0. 05).

•

I
~

.

Snow depths were· less than n~rrnal in the Glennallen area during the
·two winters when the above data were collected. .Only ;14 of ~53 crossings
of the pipeline by moose occurred wpen snow depth under the pipe was 10
inches or more. The mean BOP-TOP distance used by .moose for crossing
when snow depths were 6 inches or more was.not significantly higher·than
that used when snow depths were less than 6 :(.nches (84.·9 vs. 80.2 inches;·
t = 1. 09, P ( 0. 05) • The shallow snow depth~ .o~served 'during· this. study·
were apparently insufficient' to caus'e moose to alter theit choice of
windows used as pipeline crossing sites.
Statistical comparisons of the occurrence of moose track~ on AS 16
21 crossing the pipeline adjacent to six discrete vegetation types, versus
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Freque~cy distribution. of ·BOP-TOP· distance$ at 1068 successful

Table 5.

moose crossings of the Trans~Alaska Pipeline. Data for the
Fairbanks and Glennallen,study areas were combined for ·the
period December 1975 through
April 1977 •
. •.
.

Number
Observed

BOP-TOP
(Inches)

. 24
163
366
244
138
48
41
15 .
9
...1Q_
1,068

48-59
60-71
72-83
84-95
. 96-107
108-119 .
120-131
132-143
14.4-155
156+
Totals

Table 6.

Cumulative
Percent

2
15
34
23
13
5
4
·1
1
2
100

2
17
51
74
87
9'2
96
97
98
100

Occurrence o{moose tracks crossing above.ground po~tions of the
Trans-Alask;=i Pipeline. at certain '.80~-TOP interval~ • .·Data were
collected during winters 1975-76. and 1976-77 from: the pipeline
segment represented by AS 16-AS 2i.

BOP-TOP
Proportion
Interval .of Total
(Inches) Pipeline Segment

.

Percent
Observed-

Obseryed
Expected
. Number of . ·Number: of
Crossings ·crossing$

Proportion .
ObserVed i~
Each Iilt_~rva:t,

Pl

~

0.272

0.612

0.55.8 .c. P2

~

0.666

144 ..

0.163·

o~

122 ~ P3

L..

o. 204

-565

LOOO

72

0.213

127

120

0~

72-95

0.532

346

301

95

0.255

92

Total

1.000

565

£.

~

Confidence Interval
on Proportion of
Occurrence (95%
Family Confidence
Coefficietit)l/

11 -Constructed using the technique of Neu et

~

225.

0.178

~

1974.
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the proportion of actual occurrence of each type are given in Table 7.
Moose used five of the six types in proportion to their'occurrence but used
the Tall Spruce Type significantly less· ·than expected (P ( 0.05). This
suggests that moose were moving ·through the area along migratory routes
that did not necessarily coincide w:ith :t;:he types of.vegetation that
moose normally select during thewinter season. ·That moose were basically
using the area for migtation.rather.than as winter range is· further
substantiated by an analysis of dire~tiQnal patterns of observedmoose
tracks. Nearly two-thirds o:f 542.tra,cks· observed in the area indicated
an eastward movement of·moose toward the.Copper River. The observed
number of moose traveling east (345) 'tYas. significantly greater than
that expected if moose had been tr~:veling at 'random across .the pipeline
(z = 6.33, P ( 0.01).
In order to determine i f moose werE;! using certain segments of the
pipeline as crossing areas while avoiding certain .other segments, the
pipeline was divided into seven ~quilinear segments j .each .3. 4 iniles long, op.
AS 16-21. The number of moose tr,acks actually crossing the pipeline in
each segment was compared to the. expected number· (Table· 8). Segments
1 and 2 on AS 16 and 17 received·. sign:f,fi~antly less use t,han expected .·
while Segment 4. on AS 18 received disp_ropordonat~ly heavy use as a
·
crossing area (P ( 0.05).
·
.

.

.

Finally, with regard to AS 16;..21, . ~n effort was made ·to evaluate
the placement of designated big gameG.rossings and their use during
winters 1975-76 and 1976~77. Thirty-tWo A/G DBGCs were installed in
this pipeiine segment during construction of the pipeline. of· these, 25
percent were placed in spruce hahitats·wher~_tree height e;xceeded 30
feet; this.was the only type that moose avo;i.ded in their migrations
through the area (Table 7). The spacing of the crossings did not conform
to the reconnnended criterion. o~ one crossing each one:...half mile. Segment
2 (Table 8) on AS 16 and 17 contained only 1 DBGC~ but Segment 3. (AS 17.
and 18) contained 6 ·crossings·. ·Segment. 4, which received heavy use as
a crossing area by moose (Tah~e 8}, contained 5 DBGCs ," a rate of placement
that was approximately proportionate to the length of pipeline contained . ·
in that segment and the total rtuti1ber: of.DBGCs installed in the Tazlina
Klutina River area.
During both winters of th:l,s ·study, ~·the precise locat_ions of 438
sets of moose tracks crossing the pipeline on. AS ·16 through 21 we:re
recorded. · Of these, ·11 passed through DBGCs., a rate of use that did. not
differ significantly from the eipected rate (z = 1. 83~ P. ( 0,05) •··
Moose, therefore, were not seeking.·out DBGCs as crossing sites during
the shallow snow conditions that prevailed during the study period.
A total of 466·detaiied drawings of .tta~kpatterns of moose that
approached A/G pipeline a1;1d attempted to cross were made . during this
study. Most data were obtained during 1976-77 in the .primary study area
but drawings from the Fairbanks areawe:te contributed during bqth 1975
76 and 1976-77 by A. Townsend and C. Kay.. Some of the biologists who
contributed observations of moose-:-pipeline interactions did not record
track pattern drawings; those who did made no -deliberate effort to seek
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N
U1

7.

0.008
1.000

5
363.

3.
363

0.013
1.000

11 Constructed using the technique of Neu et al. 1974.

. Total

Carex spp.

i8

41

..

0.078

Salix spp.
,-;.

9

13

0.026

12-30 ft. Populus spp.

.

99

101

0.273

12-30 ft. mixed
. Picea spp .-Populus spp.

278

..

0.113

o.o36

0~

0.157

.]8

57

0.214

-;-30 ft. Picea spp.

0.408

144

148

Proportion
Observed in
Each Type

0.396

Expect"ed
Number of
Crossings

6-30 ft. Picea spp.

Proportion of . Observed
Total Pipeline Number of
Crossings
. Segment
Pl
P2

~·.

~

L.

0.211

==. 0. 4.80

·""

P6 .~· 6.021

o·.160

~-

0•066 _.- P5
o~ooo-~

0.064
L.

:.::::_ P4

0~009

0.212 ==.. P3 =:: 0.344

0.103

0. 336

Confidence Interval. on Proportion
of Occurrence (95% Family Confidence
Coefficient)!/

Occurrence of moose tracks crossing above.ground portions of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline adjacent
to certain vegetation types. Data were collected during winters 1975-76 and 1976-77 in the pipeline
segment represented by AS 16 - AS 21.

Vegetation Type

Table

•

Table 8.

Occurrence of moose tracks cro9sing the Trans-Alaska·Pipeline in seven
equilinear segments·of above ground pipeline, AS 16-21. Each segment
was 3.4 miles long; data coll~cted during winters 1975-76 and 1976-77.

..

Segment
Number

Proportion
of Total
Pipeline Segment

·Observed··
Number of
Crossings

·Expected
Numbecr··of
Cro.ssings

Proportion
· Observed ·. in
Each Segment

· Confidence Interval
on Proportion of
Oc:currence. (95%
Family Confid7nce
Coefficient) 1

< p1 ~

1

0~143

35

'61

0.082

0 . 04 4

2

0.143

3.0

61

0.070

0.035~ P 2 (

3

0.143

78

. 61

0.182

0.128 ~- p3

4

0.143

106

61

0.247

0.187 ~ p4~ 0.307

5

0.143

57

61·

0 •.133

o.os6< P

6

0.143

58

61

0.135 .·

0.088~ p 6 <3.. 0.183

7

0.143

65

61

0.152

0.102( p7

1:./

Constructed using the technique of Neu et al. 1974. ·.
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out those cases where moose had or had: not been deflected in: their
movements.
A frequency distrib_ution of the different behaviors ~hibited by
moose attempting to cross A/G pipeHn~ reveals that in nearly two-thirds·
of all cases observed, . moose approached. the pipeline perpendicularly, .
crossed it, and moved directly off the workpad (Table 9). Moose lingered
on the workpad, paralleled the pipeline, d'r recrossed' it in only 7·
percent of the 466 observation~. Deflee.ted movements·, in which a moose
was either prevented from.crossing the.pipeline or had t,o alter its
direction of-movement in. order to·cross, were evident·fqr 76 observations
(16%). The mean length of deflection was 85--_yards and there were 17
observations where the length of deflec.tion exceede.d ·100. yards. The
. maximUm. length of deflection extended.· for 86 consecutive VSMs, a distance
of nearly l.miie. Snow depths under the pipe ranged from less than 1
inch to 15 inches for the observed.:de'ft'ections~
For those cases where a successt'l.il·.crossing o:t; ·the pip~line was'··
achieved by moose subsequent to an· initial deflection, '·a one way ·analysis
-of varVmce indicated no significant ·:difference. in the' mean BOP-TOP
distanee during the initial encounter-versus the mean BOP-TOP distance
where the .crossing o~curre'd (7.9.6 vs.• · 88.5. {p.ches, F = 3.36, 114 df; P
0. 05) . However, BOP-TOP distances :initially encounter-ed exceeded those
at point of crossing in only four instari;ees. This suggests a biologically
significant relationship betwe.en a ~6ose• s perception_ of a potential
crossing site versus one that wil:-1 produce- a deflected movement.
Additionally, other param.eters ;including vegetation type, topography,
and orientation of approach_may actin-combination with.BOP-TOP distances
to either produce def;lections or allow movement across the pipeline.
Deflected movements .were prod~cec,i by BOP-TOP distances -as low as 57
in_ches and as high. as. 188 inches u.rider the complex. of conditions observed
during this study.
·
·
I-q. addition to the instances described above where moose were
prevented from crossing the p~peline quring .construction; th_e 14 cases
where moose·did not succeed in crossingA/G pipeline are of particular
.interest~ The·mean BOP:..TOP dis.~ance _fbr the 14 observations where
crossings were thwarted was -80 inches (range = 51-122 ·inches).· . The
.
length of defl~cted mov~tnent along the p_ipe was varlabie; certain moose
simply encountered the pipe, refU.sed to.cross, and returned in the
direction of approach. Others parallele9 'the pipe for ~distances up to
680 yards and made several attetrtpts to cross~· The mean length of encounter
with the pipe was 140 yards. Snow depth urider t;hepipe for 13 of the 14
thwarted crossings was .1 inches or less.
Since most of the observations .o{ moose-pipeline· inter.actions were
recorded on the workpad, little was learned about moose that may detect ..
the pipeline at some distance and either decline· to enter the right-of~
way or decline to cross the workpad berm. During Januar.Y 1977, A.
Townsend recorded moose tr·acks crossing. the pipeline in a one-half
mile long sectionon AS 48 and theri counted the tracks crossing an
abandoned trail that paralleled the pipeline about 100 yards away.
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Table 9.

Behavior of moose attempting to ctoss·above ground portions
of the Trans..:..Alaska Pipeline, wint.ers ·1975-76 and 1976-77.
Data were obtained from inte:.i:ptetation of·track'patterns·
in snow.

Number of
Observations

·Behavior of Moose
1. Perpendicular approach to pipe with
successful crossing and immediate
departure from workpad.

Percent
.
of Observations

303

65.

2. Obliq4e approach to pipe with .
success:fui cr:ossing and immediate '
departure frorri workpad.

·54

12

3. Successful crossing fdllowed by·
movement parallel to the pipe or by·
one or more subsequent cros'sings.

33

7

44

9

4. Moose deflected fi"om directfo;i.l of
travel by pipeline; total de.flecti9n .... :. ·
· 180 feet or less followed by successful··
crossing.

\

s.

. .18

Moose deflected fi::om·direction·oftravel
by pipeline; total deflection 'great;er J:han.,
180 feet followed by successful crossing.:
6. Moose deflected fr~in·dire~tidn of travel;
successful crossing. not achieved.•
;

14

4.

3

•,
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About 20 crossings of the trail were recorded for each crossing of the
pipeline. The pipeline bisects a ·knawn winter range of moose in this
area and the data suggest that moose, during their daily movements, may
be actively avoiding contact with the pipe, the workpad;. and the associated
open space surrounding the pipeline~. •'
.

•

Finally, opportunities to actually observe moose as they approached
the pipeline were rare. M. ·Buckley, pipeline sU:rveillance biologist,
provided the only visual observation where a moose unsuccessfully attempted
to c:toss the pipeline~ Buckley watched a young bull walk along elevated
pipeline for three-quarters of a :ridle on AS 113, a treeless area where
vertical clearances of 5-6 f"eet were typical. The. moose made repeated
approaches to the pipeline but declined to step up onto the workpad.
The date of this observation was 2 October 1976. · · · ·
· Snow Conditions in the Nelchina Basin .Past and Present
Records that are nearly all inclusive on monthly total snowfall and.
maximum d.epth of snow on the grbund each 1llOnth fot Gul~ana,. Alaska, date
back 34 winters to 1943-44. Similar recbrds .that are less complete span
the ·17 winter period,- 196Q-61 through 1916-77, for Jiaxson and Pm.cson · ·
Lake, Alaska, about 75 air miles north of' Glennallen. . Snaw .·conditiont;;
at Paxson and Gulkana typify those occurd..ng on the suminer. range an,d
winter range, respectively, of the moose whose seasonal migrations are
described elsewhere in ~his. report. ·Paxson, el~vatio.n 2750 feet., is· on
the south side of the Alaska Range
1ies midway betWe~n th~ Alphabet
Hills and the \1-pper Ga~ona-upper Chistochina River uplands (}i'ig. 2).
Gulkaria, elevation 1570 feet; is in the.. spruce "flatsl.' on the dissected
plateau that fonns the floor of the Nelchina Basin.,

and

Mean total snowfall per month ·at G'ulkana vari~d. from 9. 4 inches in
December to 2. 3 inches in April during t;:he .6-month p:eriocL November
through April (Table 10). November 'and December. have mean values about
1.5 times 'greater than January, arid. FebrUary and 2.5 times greater' than.
March and April. The range of monthly· total ·snowfall values observed
during the last 26 years (Table 1(.)) .indicates that miniinuinva1ues of
less than 1 inch have histor:;t'cally occurred during each. month;, .maximum
values exceeding 36 inches )lave also been re,corded. The range of values
also clearly indicates that th.e potimtial for deep snow conditions
.
exists e(irly in winter· during the months of November and Ile.ceinber. ·

.

Maximum depth of'snow on the griound'J,"eflects tt1onthly: total snowfall
minus the effects of wind. and temperat~;-es· wam enough to produce
melting. Data on mean maximum snO\o? depth, November through May, at
Gulkana and Paxson show a steady increase in depth .for· the peri9d ·
November through February· with. a slight decrease from .February through
March at both locations (Table 11). Mean values· for M.arch ai,.d April a:te
similar at Paxson but the effects of wanner spring temperatures and low
precipitation during Ap17il act to reduce the April mean at Gulkana by
over 6 inches from March values.
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Table 10

Month
Nov.
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

Mean total snowfall per month at Gulkana, .Alaska weather
station November through Ap~ril, 1951~1977.

Mean
(Inches)

Standard
Error.

8.3
9.4

1.5
1.5

5.7

0.8·
0.9

6.0
4.6
2.3

. Years of
.Record

Range
··.•·

0.1-36.2
o. 9~30. 0
T..;.17.5 .
0, g:..i9. ~ 2:
. 0.3-18.6

0~7

·.

0.4

25
26
26
26
26
26

...

·

:·o~~6~9

·:

.I.

!,··

.
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·~
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Ye.ars of R.::cord

St~~~a~d Dev{a~icn

8.9
14.

7 .4·

33

4-30

o-3l.

Rar..cie

11.4
'16

6;8
3!;

8'--'.S

24.0

t3>2

.!.5.3

9.1

!-!ear..

., :4-32

Paxson

l)e~etber

Gulk.on,a

Paxson

so~. .re:-:ber

34

9.2.

2-!,0

16.7

15:

11.6

8-51

. 29.0

. January
Gulkima ~

(.

34

9.7

6-42

19.3

Gulkana

.11

13.0

9-55

31.0

Paxson

February

::>:

34

11.6

3-55

18.8

Gulku:12.

15

9.3

10-42

28.9

34

10.7

1-46

12.2

11

8.5

17-50

27.4

Anri1
Paxson. Gulkana Paxson

~fare~.

H;,y

9.5

l3

34

0-28

10.4

Paxsan

C..6

0-~4

1.8

G~l~.::na

l:-!ean r.:a.xi!!!u...~ s:1o...v d2pth,. Nove.::.:be::- thr0ugh ~~fay, at Cul.~;:.ana and Paxson Lake; Alast:a v.yeat:1er st~tior:s.
Data fer C-:~~o:~1
.:ere frc::J •:in::er 19.:03-44 through winter 1976-77; Paxsor, data ext:'-"aded back to 1960 but: "'er'" incomplete prior to 1968.

l';;;.i.lknna

Ta:..1e 11

Th~ range of monthly maximum snow depth values during the period
December through February indicates'the potential for far greater snow
depths at Paxson (up to 55 inches) c:ompared to. Gulkana, (Table 11). This
potential is realized during most winters; for _the entire."winter"
period, November through March, there has only been one winter (1971-72) when
when the sum of the. ·Gulkana rttonthly· maximum snow depths exceeded that of
Paxson. How~ver, the rank orders of these. sums ·for Paxson and Gulkana
are not significantly related (Spearman's rs ·,;, 0.50;
= 1.57, P 0.05),
principally because winters'of shallow snow at Gulkana have not necessarily
produced similar conditions at Paxson •. An analysis of month-by-month
comparisons in rank of maximum snow.depth at Gulkana and Paxson indicated
a significant relationship only. for tpe month of December (Spearman 's·
rs = 0.74; z = 2.87, P~ 0.01).

z

9

At Gulkana ·the maximum depth of snow. on the ground during December
has been a good predictor of the degr~e· of winter severity as measured
by summing the monthly maximum snow depths. for .the period ·November
through April. The rank order- of .the Dec:ember values for the 34. years
of record is significantly.re'tated to the rank order. of-the November
April simi (Spearman's rs = 0.84; z =.4.82, P.c:::..o:Ol). For nine winters
having December maximum snow depths· of "a 1,riches or· less, 'the resulting
November-April sum has ranked amorig .the seven low.est value.s ori· record.
For Decemb_er maximum depths were 18 inches .of -snow ·or rtlbre; this prediction
of winter ·se.verity wB.s <iccurate, but· it was ~t)dt as .precise a predict·or
as were the lower December -values.• ·
·
During the )_0-winter .period, 1967-68 through ·1976-77, 6 "unusual" ·
winters have occurred at Gulkana (Table: 12). ·The five winters of shallowest
snow depths on· record have occurred .dtir;J.ng this 'period ~.i~ng with the
. winter of greatest snow depth, 1971-72.- A ten-fold difference in the
November through April suni of maximumsnow depths (snow depth index) is
apparent between the mildest winter. and the most severe (Table 12).
During the mildest winters on record; the snowdepth index was only
about one-half or less of the 34..:.year mean; the index of the most severe
winter on record was 2.5 ~imes greater than the' long-term mean. During
winter 1971-72, the average maximum.depth·of snow for the period November.
through April at Gulkana was 39 inches per month.
.

.

Finally, maximum monthly snow. d~pth data for Gulkana and Paxson
during the three winters of-this study appear in Table 13~ Winter 1974"
75 ranked in the upper. one-third of record severe winters _atGulkana
(Table 12) and depths approaching 40 inches occurred at Paxson during
December and January. Shallow snow depths at Paxson that were among the
shallowest recorded since 1960 wer.e charac-teristic of winter 1975-76 •
Winter 1976-77 was the fourth mildest .on record for Gulkana (Table 12),
but deep snow occurred at Paxson w.ith ~ January maximum depth of 37
inches·. These data help explain the movement p~tterns of _marked moose
and the data on moose-pipeline interactions presented elsewhere in this
report.
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Table 12

•

Indices of winter severity ·as indicated bymonthly maximum snow
depths ilt the Gulkana, Alaska, ··weather station, winter 1967-68
·through winter 1976-77 •.

f
Rank of·
Meiln Snow'
Winter.· · ·. · 'Depth Per .
Severity'2/ ·M'onth3/.

Snow Depth.

Iridexl/

Winter

"

1967-68
1968--69
1969-70
1970-71

24
46
31
58

1971~72

235

1972-73·
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

1
.5.
2.

11
34 :.
3 ..·
17 ·.
.24
10
4

43
77
10.6..

51
45

Snpw Depth Index
Exi:>ressed as 'aPercent.age
6f 34 Year ?4ean4/ ·

4

27

8

52

.5

35

10

65

39

264
'48·
. 87
119

7

13 ..
18

si

9

:a

51
··!

1/
-

Computed by summing maximtiin depth'. of snow on the ground~ November
through April. each year. ·
·

2/

Based on 34 winters of record,_'1943,..;44 throt.igh 1976-7.7. ·Rank 1
represents the shallowest snow dep,ths on record.

3/
-

Computed by dividing the. snow depth J:ndex by six,. or the number of
months in the· interval. November
through. ApriL
'

!if

Mean snow depth index.for 34·winters of record ~quals 89 inches.
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1975
-76

-77

6

7

1974
-75

1976

Gulkana

24

5

14

Paxson

November

15

8

22

Gulkana

33

8

38

Paxson

December

2

11

24

"

------

Gulkana

. 37

16

38

'6 ..

16

21

30

16

37

Paxson

Februa.EY_

Paxson · .Gulkana

January

8

14

18

Gulkana

40

24

26

Paxson

March

8

T

14 '

Gulkana

50

17

31

Paxson

April

4

T

T

Gulkana

May

Maximum depth of snow on the ground at Gulkana and Paxson Lake, Alaska weather stations· during the three
winters of this study, 1974-75 through 1976-77.

Year

Table 13.

25

0

12

Paxs

DISCUSSION
Population Identity and Migratory Movements of Moose
Themovement patterns of visual-collared and radio-collared moose
in th~ primary study area suggest that three basic populations of moose
occur there and members of each have-varying potential for interacting
with the pipeline. These populations include moose that spend the late
summer to early winter period each year in: 1) the Alphabet Hills and
surrounding areas; 2) the upper Gakona River; and 3) the spruce-dominated
lowlands covering a vast area· on th~ · Cro.ss-wind Lake-Ewan Lake flats arid
the lower drainages of the Gulkana, Gakona and Chistochina Ri:vers •.
Movement data for members .of the lowland population are few and the
seasonal movements that these moose undergo are not well defined.
Data on seasonal movements of the Alphabet Hills arid up_per Gakona
River moose indicate that during.summer they exploit habitats occurring
at about 2500-3000 feet elevatiori. and certain individuals may be found
near the limits of subalpine vegetation at about 3'800 fee.t •. During .
winters of average or above average snowfall, moos.e from these areas use
a complex of habitat types at 1800:....2200 :feet elevatiort including plant
communi ties dominated by spruce, . r.iparian willows, or balsam poplar.
Two large burns, one northeast of Sourdough," the other near Tulsona
Creek, have supported large numbers of moos~ from December. through .April
during many years. Occasionally, during winters of:. below normal snowfall,
moose migrate only short'distances and may spend the entire winter in
areas normally classified as summer range.

. I

The migratory movements that moose undertake return them seasonally
to traditionally used areas and data 'exist to demonstrate ·that moose use
traditional routes during their travels.. Moose were observed to return
to winter ranges used in previous years despite a· one;....year interval when
migration was incomplete. In the· primary study area, that portion of
the pipeline between Sour~ough and :Round Top Mountain iS: crossed by many
members of the Alphabet Hills moo·se population during season.,al migrations
in the period late November to late January and again during early May
through late June. Certain moose spend.both winter arid summer adjacent
to the pipeline in this area and soln:e moose traffic across the workpad
can be expected during all months.

•
•

The available data on the timing and duration of migratory movements
indicate that during any given year much variation exis·ts between the
dates of initiation of migration by d.ifferent individuals. Certain
individuals may leave their summer-fall ran:ges as early as 1 November.
Some moose arrive on their winter range as much.as
weeks earlier·
than others. This variation .acts to l~rigthen the period that moose may
be in contact with the pipeline, but the movement data obtained for the
radio-collared moose indicated that by late January contact with the
pipeline had ceased, even during those years when snowconditions
caused migration to begin relatively h.te. Few data exist that relate
the observed variability in initiation of ~igratory movements to the
various sex and age classes in the population, but·a preliminary conclusion

six
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is that cows with calves tend to begin their migratory movements earlier
than cows without calves, and bulls are among the last. to leave upland
areas.
Much year-to-year variation in migratory movements was observed
during this study. Snowfall or lack thereof triggers behavioral responses
in moose during early winter and to, a_large extent the timing of the
fall migration is related to weather patterns in late autumn and early
winter. During certain years of low snowfall, many moose that would
normally migrate long distances fail to do so and thus may not· contact
the pipeline. During spring, most movement occurs.during breakup when
snow depths are generally decreasing. By May, when many moose contact
the pipeline during their spring migration in the Nelchina Basin, snow
depths are sufficiently low that few problems arising -from moose trying
to cross A/G pipeline are anticipated. · However, sun crust_ed snow or
densely packed berms may exist during part of the spring migration and
dense snow sufficient to· support· or partially support moose may act to
effectively lower BOP-TOP distances. · Such conditions were not observed
during this study •.

•
•

Moose-Pipeline Interactions
The observations obtained 'dud.ng this study on the effects of
pipeline construction on moose movei)leJ1ts·auggest that moose are physically
prevented from crossing welded pipe resting on cribbing when }30P-TOP
distances are less than 4 feet. Observations of moose being deflected
by open ditches 10 or more feet deep during installation of below-ground
(B/G) pipe were also reported to me, and· it.· seems clear that such features
also block moose movements. The significance of blocked-movements as a
result of these construction practices would depend upon the length of
the cribbed pipe or ditch, the length of time that thefeature existed,
and the time of year. Since many moose appear reluctant to be deflected
around potential barriers when the length-of the barrier is one.:...half
mile or more, such barriers should be ,shorter than one-:-half mile, should
be removed as rapidly as possible, and should not be :i,n p1ace during the
migratory season of moose ih order to minimize undesirable impacts.
Data on successful crossings of A/G pipeline by moose indicated
that during shallow snow conditions nearly 60 percent of all crossings
occurred through windows with BOP-TOP distances between 6 and_8 feet
high. Three-quarters of all crossings occurred where.the BOP-TOP
distance was 8 feet or less, and more than 90 percent of all moose used
windows less than 10 feet high as crossing sites. Only 2 percent of
the observed crossings occurred through windows between 4 and 5 feet
high. BOP-TOP distances of 60 inches represent a practical lower limit
for potential moose crossing sites when snow depths do not exceed 10
inches.

•
t

The intensive studies done on the pipeline segment corresponding to
AS 16 through AS 21 revealed that moose crossed the pipeline at BOP-TOP
distances less than 6 feet in proportion to their occurrence, used BOP
TOPs between 6 and 8 feet more than statistically expected, and used

•
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those distances greater than 8 feet less than expected. The pipeline
segment where these crossings occurred was used primarily as a migratory
corridor by moose. Moose apparently crossed the pipeline as they
encountered it adjacent to the vegetation types and migratory routes
that were followed, .rather than trying to seek out specific sites as
crossing areas. Snow depth during the two w:Lnters when these observa
tions were made was subnormal in that area. NQ significant relationsh:Lp
was observed between the mean BOP-TOP distances used as crossings with
snow depths of 6 or more inches versus those used when snow was less
than 6 inches deep. The tendency of moose to use low BOP-TOP distances
as crossing sites rather than seek higher pipe during shallow snow
conditions was further substantiated by analyzing the use of designated
big game crossings on AS 16 through 21. Use of the DBGCs, where BOP~ TOP
distances equalled or exceeded 10 feet, was not significantly greater
than expected.
Unsuccessful attempts by moose to .cross the pipeline, or case.s where
moose had to alter their direction of travel in order to achieve a
successful crossing, were of particular interest during this study.
Deflected movements that resulted in either· of these two behaviors
occurred in 16 percent of 466 cases where detailed responses to the
pipeline by moose 1ifere recorded. Many .of the deflected movements were
followed by a successful crossing after an average length of deflection
of 85 yards. In all but 4 of 62 instances, moose chose a window of
higher BOP-TOP dimensions as a crossing site after rejecting one with
less clearance.

,
•

•

It is noteworthy that certain moose displayed a fear response to
the pipeline at windows that other moose used as crossing sites with no
apparent hesitancy. While certain moose were observed to pass under-
neath pipeline that was only 49 inches above the workpad, other individuals
were deflected by pipe ·as high as 168 inches. The ultimate fate of a
moose that is deflected and does not cross cannot be dete1"'ffiined by
short-term observation of tracks. Presumably, the moose may return and
attempt to cross again if the pipeline bisects its migratory .route.
During migration, moose are highly motivated to cross the pipeline and
may make repeated attempts to do so. In those areas where radio-collared
moose are not present i t is difficult to interpret the data obtained
from tracks seen on the workpad. The obse_r,yed crossings may repres~nt
the repeated activities on the part of resident moose that have become
habituated to the pipeline after frequent contact with it. It is likely
that moose with winter and sunrrner ranges far removed would behave differently
when approaching the pipeline compared to moose that live adjacent to
the right-of-way throughout the year •
Limited data gathered in the FairbAnks area suggest that certain
moose that have winter ranges near.the pipeline may actively avoid
contact with the pipeline, the workpad, or the open space surrounding
the workpad-pipeline complex .

:
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Moose, Snow, and Pipelines in the Nelchina Basin

J

1

•

Monthly total snowfall and maximum depth of snow on the ground each
month are two parameters available from NOAA records that may be useful
in predicting the difficulty moose may have in coping with pipelines
that could impede their migrations or ~nterfere with daily movements.
The importance of snow density, as well. as depth, has long been recognized
as essential in understanding ungulate-snow relationships (cf. Coady
1974). However, density data are not readily available ·from the weather
records. In the Nelchina Basin during most winters, temperatures
remain below 25°F from November through March and wind conditions in the
spruce forests that comprise the floor· of -~he Basin do not produce
densely compacted snow. Deep, dense snow that would act to provide
partial support for moose would occur·only under very unusual weather
conditions during the period mid-November through late January when most
migrating moose have contact with the pipeline during their extensive
early-winter movements. Snow, as a critical factor determining the
impact of the pipeline on "the welfare of moose, would therefore have to
act primarily through sheer depth, bloc.king some pipeline windows and
reducing the visual appeal of others as potential crossing sites.
The builders of darns that impound large quantities of water use
design criteria to insure darn integrity during the maximum probable
flood likely to occur during the life of the structure~ So it should be
with builders of pipelines that cross through moose habitat; they must
consider the maximum probable snowfall likely to occur. To plan for
less than the maximum conditions demonstrates a narrow perspective at
best and invites disaster at worst.
The potential effects on moose of even the deepest of snows depend
on the amount of A/G pipeline in a given area, its height above ground;
the timing of moose movements through the area i.n reiation to the period
of maximum snow depth, winter maintenance practices along t.hepipeline,
and the length of time that deep snow conditions persist~ Evaluation of
the potential impact that the Trans-Alaska Pipeline may have on moose
during deep snow conditions must, therefore, be area specific and be
based on knowledge. of both pipeline characteristics and moose behavior.

~·

•

•

On the floor of the Nelchina Basin where the pipeline crosses
extensive, level areas of spruce forest, B/G pipeline is mainly confined
to areas immediately adjacent to the Gulkana, Tazlina and Klutina Rivers.
Lengthy, unbroken segments of A/G pipeline, many in excess of 5 miles,
are typical in this portion of the Basin. Such segments are characteristic
of that portion of the primary study area between Squirrel Creek and the
Gulkana River, AS 16 through 26. Irt the southern portion of this area,
where intensive studies on moose-pipeline interactions were made, 21
percent of the pipeline was constructed with BOP-TOP distances less than
6 feet. With 36 inches of snow underneath the pipe, nearly one-half of
the pipeline in that area would have bottomrof-pipe to top-of-snow
distances of 4 feet or less and some of the windows would be completely
blocked. I offer the hypothesis that under these conditions, with 30 to
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,
40 inches of snow, moose would have to undertake extensive deflected
movements in order to find suitable. crossing sites. Increased depths
above that threshold may cause some moose to refrain from c~ossing at
all.
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Over the past 34 years, 30 to-40-inch snow depths or more have
occurred during one November, one December, and five Januaries at Gulka,na.
Later in winter, during February and March, these conditions have occurred
during six and seven different years, respectively, with a maximum
record depth of 55 inches in March 1972. Deep snow late in winter would
mainly act to prevent those moose that winter adjacent to the pipeline
from getting to various parts of their home range sirice most migrants
have reached their destination by latli! January. During the past 34
years, two winters, 1965-66 and 1971-72, stand out as .meeting the crited_a
of 30- to 40-inch snow depths that occurred as early as November or
December and persisted until late spring. If winters_of this-nature
occur during the life of _the Trans-:Alaska Pipeline, t foresee many moose
having difficulty achieving free pas·sage and movement across the pipe
line in southern portions of the pr~mary study area.
In northern portions of the prim~ry study area where the radio
collared moose of the Alphabet Hills'· crossed the pipeline, a fortuitous
arrangement of ice-free soils allowed B/G pipeline t'o be liberally
installed. On AS 27, 28 and part of AS 29, generally the area between
Sourdough and Round Top Mountain, 9.9-miles of B/G pipeline in five
segments ranging from,Q.3 to 4.4 miles occurs in a total pipeline segment
16.8 miles long. Additionally, topographic features frequently allowed
the A/G pipe in this area to be installed at BOP-TOP 'heights exceeding
.8 feet. It seems unlikely that' migrating moose would be seriously
hampered in their efforts to cross the pipeline in thisparticular area
even with snow depths exceeding the rec6rd maximum at Gulkana.
Industry's Compliance with Stipulation 2.5.4.1

f

•
•
•

The concept of free passage and movement of big ga,me animals as
contained in Stipulatio_n 2. 5. 4·.1 of, the right-of~way lease agreement was
not defined ·or expanded upon when :the lease was signed. In the broadest
sense, a, stipulation as .all encompassing as this would be impossible to
sat:Lsfy since it has been shown :that certain animals under certain
conditions have failed to achieve free passage. A reasonable definition
of the stipulation·would require. that the welfare of moose populations
not be compromised during construction and operation of .the pipeline.
If significant numbers of moose from a given population failed to reach
their traditional seasonal ranges,. or if the resident~ of an area adjacent
to the pipeline failed to exploit the energy sources within their home
range due to interference of the pipeline, the stipulation clearly would
not have been satisfied. Because of the open-ended nature of the stipu
lation, and because environmental condii:ions.necessary to fully·appraise
the impact of the pipeline have not yet occurred, a deferred evaluation
of industry's compliance ~ith this stipulation is necessary. If, during
future winters of deep snow, serious moose-,pipeline problems are identified,
it is possible that stipulation compliance could be assured by snow
removal at certain key sites.
·
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Additional Data Needs
The following represent additional data that could not be collected
during this study:
1.

The ability of moose to cross the pipeline while it is
operational: since field aspect's of this study terminated
prior to oil flow in June 1977, the effects ofradiated heat
on snow beneath the pipeline and other 'possible effects of
b6t oil flowing through the pipeline remain to be investigated •

2.

The ability of moose to achieve free passage when snow depths'
exceed 30-40 inches: since·these conditions occur rarely in
the Nelchina Basin it will be necessary to defer this aspect
of the study until environmen~al conditions are suitable.

3.

The behavior of certain moos'? that display a· fear response to
the pipeline-workpad complex.or that are deflected by BOP-TOP
distances that other moose use freely: ·these· moose are largely
undetected by studies confined to the workpad, but t:hey may be.
the key animals to studyif stipulation compliance is to be
fully evaluated.

4.

The behavior of moose that encounter the pipelil),e in tundra
environments: few data are available on moose-pipeline
interactions on the tundra or in areas of sparse tree cover.
The pipeline traverses these habitats commonly in northern
segments of its length, and moose, although sparse, are known
to inhabit these areas.

5.

Evaluation of the spacing, design cr:f,.teria, revegetation, and
remedial actions performed cin certain designated big game
crossings: .an adequate evaluation of the use of DBGCs will
require data collected during deep snow conditions. Since
much alteration and revegetation of the crossings occurred
after the field phase of this study terminated, an assessment
of the success or failure·of these measures is not yet possible.

6.

The relationship
snow dept;h underneath th~ pipeline to snow
depth away from the pipelin~: . observations made during this
study suggest that A/G pipeline acts much the same as trees do
in shielding the area below it from snow. Wind. has the
potential of altering snow conditions underneath the pipeline.
Sirice snow depth and quality under the pipeline may affect the
ability of moose to cross, these areas warrant further study •
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